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MULTIPLIERS ON THE SPACE 
OF SEMIPERIODIC SEQUENCES 

BY 
MANUEL NUNEZ JIMENEZ 

ABSTRACT. Semiperiodic sequences are defined to be the uniform limit of 
periodic sequences. They form a space of continuous functions on a compact 
group A. We study the properties of the Radon measures on A in order to 
classify the multipliers for the space of semiperiodic sequences, paying special 
attention to those which can be realized as transference functions of physically 
constructible filters. 

Introduction. Almost periodic functions have been the subject of active re-
search since their definition in 1925 by Harald Bohr. Their main interest lies in the 
fact that they form the smallest Banach space containing all the periodic functions 
of one real variable, thus becoming the natural background for the study of linear 
problems involving periodic functions. Subsequently the definition was extended in 
the following form: a function defined on a locally compact group is almost periodic 
if it is the uniform limit of a sequence of trigonometric polynomials. In particular, 
almost periodic sequences correspond to the group Z of integers. 

Sequences are in some respects a better model than functions for the study of 
periodic processes. The set p of all the complex-valued periodic sequences, endowed 
with the usual componentwise sum and product by scalars, is a normed vector space 
for the supremum norm given by 

II(xn)nEZlloo = sup Ixnl· 
nEZ 

The completion of p does not coincide with the set of almost periodic sequences. 
Instead, it is a new space sp, which will be called the space of semi periodic se-
quences. 

An element of sp is easily seen as a sequence (Xn)nEZ with the property that 
for every e > 0, there exists a "semi period" T such that for every m, n E Z we 
have IXm+nT - xml < e. Semiperiodic nonperiodic sequences usually arise when we 
study limits of periodic sequences with unbounded periods. For instance, take 

e1 = ( ... ,1,0,1,0,1,0,1, ... ), 
e2 = ( ... ,1,0,0,1,0,0,1, .. . ), 

e3 = ( ... ,1,0,0,0,1,0,0, ... ), 
e4 = ( ... ,1,0,0,0,0,1,0, ... ), .... 

Then I:~=1 ek/2k is not periodic, since the zero does not appear more than twice 
in the sequence. 
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There is a characterization of almost periodic sequences (see [1]) which is similar 
to the above one, but it differs in the fact that the set of almost periods does not 
need to be equidistributed, but only a relatively dense set. 

Our main objective in this paper is the classification of filters of semiperiodic 
signals. Recall that a filter is a device which acts on a given set of signals separately 
on each frequency present in them; mathematically speaking, it is a linear operator 
A defined on a space of functions admitting a Fourier transform ~ such that there 
exists a function 9 (a mUltiplier) with the property that we have (Af)~= g! for all 
f. The multiplier 9 is also called the transference function of the filter. 

A classical characterization of multipliers relates filters on semiperiodic signals 
with the representation of sp as a space of continuous functions defined on a compact 
group ~. In fact, multipliers are the Fourier transforms of Radon measures on ~. 
In order to obtain a classification of these measures, we prove the following results. 

LEMMA A. The elements in the dual space of sp are doubly infinite matrices 
of complex numbers 

verifying the compatibility condition 

o 
u~ 
u~ 

o 
o 
u~ 

... .. 'J 

T kT kT kT Ui = Ui + ui+T + ... + ui+(k-l)T 

and SUPT ~r=l luTi < 00. 
From this lemma immediately follows 

THEOREM B. The space sp can be identified with the space of complex-valued 
continuous functions defined on the compact group ~ = lim (ZjTZ) (projective +-TEN 
limit relative to the trivial projections ZjkTZ -t ZjTZ). 

The following theorem relates the description of continuous functionals on sp in 
Lemma A with the Radon measures on ~, which constitute Sp' according to the 
theorem of Riesz: 

THEOREM C. Let (u{) be a nonnegative matrix in Sp'. For W E ~, denote 
by WT its projections on ZjTZ. Let Tl , ... , Tn, ... be a sequence of integers such 
that Tk divides Tk+1 and such that for each SEN one has SITn for some n (i.e. 
increasing and cofinal for the order relation of divisibility on N). Set 

Al = {w E ~13 nl!.~ Tnu~;n (denoted by h(w))} , 

A2 = {w E ~I lim Tnu~; = oo}, n---too n 

Bl = {wEA2llim u~; =o}, n-+oo n 

B2 = {w E A21 lim u~; = g(w) # o} n-+oo n 

(the limits in the definitions of Bl and B2 exist because (u~;n) is a decreasing 
sequence). Then, denoting by m the Haar measure on ~, one has the following. 
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(1) m(~ - Ad = O. 
(2) The m-almost everywhere defined function h represents the component of (ui') 

which is a Radon measure on ~ absolutely continuous with respect to m. Moreover, 
this component (v{) is given by 

(~{ = {w E ~Iwj = i}). 

v{ = r _ h(w) dm(w) 
J~:nAl 

(3) The matrix (u{- vI) represents a measure J.ls which is singular to m, and 
verifies J.ls(~ - A2 ) = O. 

(4) B2 is the set of points on which the atomic component 1J of J.ls is concentrated. 
It is a countable set, and the matrix (z{) associated to 1J is given by 

z{ = I: g(w). 
wEB2n~{ 

Moreover, 1J(~ - B 2 ) = O. 
(5) B1 is the set of points on which the diffuse component of J.ls is concentrated. 

Its associated matrix is given by (u{ - v{ + z{). 

The proof of this long theorem involves most of §l. In §2 we study the Fourier 
analysis on~. Its dual group can be identified to the discrete set G of all the 
complex roots of the unity. The aforesaid characterization of multipliers, due to 
Helson and Edwards (see [3, 6]), provides a first result: recalling that the weight 
of a polynomial P(z) = 2:: anzn is defined by wt(P) = 2:: lanl, we obtain 

THEOREM D. A function f: G ~ C is a multiplier if and only if it is the 
pointwise limit of a sequence of polynomials of bounded weight. 

By reasons of empirical nature, one would expect that a multiplier associated to 
a really constructible filter of signals would keep some regularity on its effects on the 
different frequencies. The classification in Theorem C proves that this assumption 
drastically reduces the form of the multiplier; we obtain 

THEOREM E. If a multiplier of sp is an absolutely continuous function on some 
subinterval of G, then it takes the form g(z) = 2:::=0 anzn on this subinterval, 
where 2:: lanl < 00; the analytic function g depends only on the multiplier, not on 
the s~binterval. 

In particular, phase-shift filters (i.e. multipliers of modulus one) have a very 
simple form: 

THEOREM F. Every multiplier which is a uniformly continuous function for the 
usual topology of G and has modulus 1 is a Blaschke product of type 

p 

g(z)=vII z-a j , 
l-a-z 

j=1 J 

where a1, ... ,ap belong to the disk {zllzl < I} and Ivl = 1. 

Therefore the action of such a filter is determined by its effect on a finite set of 
frequencies. 
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1. Representations of sp' . 
PROOF OF LEMMA A. Each continuous functional u on the finite-dimensional 

subspace of all the T-periodic sequences must be given by T complex numbers uT, 
i.e. one has 

T 

(u,x) = I:UTXi 
i=1 

for each T-periodic sequence x = (Xn)nEZ, Since a T-periodic sequence is also 
kT -periodic one has 

T kT 

I: uT Xi = I: ufT Xi, 
i=1 i=1 

which implies the relation of compatibility. On the other hand, the norm of this 
restricted functional is 2:;=1IuT!; thus SUPT 2:;=1IuT! is the norm of the mapping 
taken in the dense subspace of periodic sequences, hence in the whole space sp. 
The action of such a functional on a nonperiodic sequence is given by a limit. 

PROOF OF THEOREM B. Componentwise product makes sp a B* -algebra. 
Therefore we will study the multiplicative functionals on p (hence on sp) in order 
to find the Gelfand representation of sp as a space of continuous functions. Since the 
only multiplicative functionals on CT are the projections, every row (uf, . .. , u~) 
must have at most one element 1. It is not hard to see that if the functional is not 
null then there exist on this row exactly one element 1 and T - 1 elements equal 
to O. 

Let TT denote the place on which the element 1 is located in the Tth row. The 
compatibility relations state that TnT + TZ = TT + TZ, namely (TT hEN is an 
element of ~(Z/TZ) = ~. It is easy to see that the Gelfand (i.e. weak) topology 
on ~ is the restriction to ~ of the product topology in IlT(Z/TZ) (Z/TZ discrete), 
namely the projective limit of the discrete topologies. Thus Gelfand theory proves 
our result. 

At this point a more specific representation of the isomorphism between sp and 
C(~) is desirable. The Gelfand transform assigns to every semiperiodic sequence X 

the function X, defined on the dense set Z = {(j + TZ)TEN Ii E Z} by the formula 
x( (j + TZ)TEN) = Xj. Hence the action of x on a point w = (WT hEN E ~ is 
given by x( w) = ~. Xj, where the limit of this net follows the order relation 

JEN 
of divisibility in N. We see that the function x is obtained by adding to X all its 
possible values of adherence following subsequences of increasing (in the sense of 
divisibility) index. 

For instance, the Gelfand transform of a T-periodic sequence (xn) is the step 
function 2:;=1 Xj"'Al' where ~J is defined in Theorem C. 

One could visualize ~ as a set of descending columns of l's (located according 
to the compatibility relation). Then T-periodic sequences are the functions whose 
action on a given column only depends on the first T steps of it. 

By using the well-known algebraic result which asserts that ~ can be identified 
to the product of the rings of p-adic integers Zp when p ranges over the set of 
prime numbers, we can get some information about the topological properties of 
sp. Recall that Zp is a compact, perfect and ultrametric space, so the same happens 
to ~. 
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COROLLARY 1.1. For every compact set of C, there exists a semiperiodic se-
quence whose range is dense in it. 

PROOF. We have seen that the range of a sequence x is the set x(Z), where Z is 
dense in ~, whence x(Z) is dense in x(~). Since ~ is perfect, it is homeomorphic 
to the Cantor set, which can be mapped onto every compact subset of C. 

Our next corollary is a consequence of 

THEOREM (MILUTIN (1966)). If X is an uncountable, metrizable and com-
pact space, then C(X) = C([O, 1]) (see for example [4]). 

COROLLARY 1.2. sp is isomorphic to the normed space of continuous functions 
on [O,lJ. 

The fact that sp is C (~) poses the following questions: How are measures in 
~ and matrices in sp' related? Let x be a T-periodic sequence. The action of a 
continuous functional on x is given by It:. x(u) df..L(u) for some Radon measure f..L, or 
by 2:J=l uJ Xj. 

Since the expression of x is 2:J=l Xj"'t:.T, we obtain uJ = f..L(~J). Hence the 
J 

matrix associated to the functional is given by the measure of a class of subsets of ~; 
those coming from finite partitions in T "equal" parts. (~J is the set of columns of 
l's having the 1 in the Tth row located in the jth place.) As an important example, 
let us take the Haar measure of mass 1 on ~. Since ~J can be obtained by adding 
(j - k + TZ)TEN to ~r, they must have the same measure, so m(~J) = l/T. 
Hence the functional associated to m is the mean value 

x -> )!Too (~ t Xk) . k=l 
Our next aim is to give a characterization of the properties of a measure in terms 

of the entries of its associated matrix. We will use some classical theorems about 
derivations of measures, following the terminology of [5J. 

LEMMA 1.3. Let A be a sequence of integers T1 , ... , Tn, ... increasing and co-
final for the divisibility relation. Set HT = {~f, ... ,~~}. Then H = (HT )rEA is 
a monotone sequence of nets, and UTEA HT is a basis for the topology of ~. 

PROOF. First, note that if SIT and u E ~r n ~J -# 0, then Us = i, UT = j; 
hence j - i E SZ and every element whose image in Z/TZ is j must have i as its 
image in Z/ SZ. 

Therefore (HT )TEA is a monotone sequence of nets. On the other hand, a basis 
for the topology of ~ is formed by the sets (~ni=l, ... ,T:TEN. For every u E ~ 
and every neighborhood ~~T of u, there exists an SEA such that TIS, hence 
u E ~~s C ~~T' 

LEMMA 1.4. The monotone sequence of nets (HT )TEA is regular with respect 
to m on each measurable set. 

PROOF. Since m is a Radon measure, it is regular. Thus for c > ° and a 
measurable set E there exists an open set V such that E c V, m(V - E) < c. The 
result follows from the fact that V is a union of sets of the above countable basis. 
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LEMMA 1.5. Let W be a set which is the union of open sets of the form I:::..T, 
where i :S T and TEA. If t < m(W), then there exist finitely many of these open 
sets such that they are pairwise disjoint and the sum of their measures is greater 
than t. 

PROOF. Since m is a regular measure, there exists a compact subset K of W 
with m(K) > t. Since W is a union of open sets, K can be covered by a finite 
subclass of these sets. For any two different ones of them, I:::..T, I:::..ff, one has either 
TIS or SIT, so either they are disjoint or one of them is contained in the other. If 
the second case occurs, the smallest one can be removed. The resulting subclass 
fulfills the required properties. 

LEMMA 1.6. Let J.l be a nonnegative Radon measure on I:::.. and B a Borel set 
such that J.l(B) = O. Then there exists B' c B such that 

(1) m(B - B') = 0, 
(2) 'tIu E B', limTEA,T-->oo TJ.l(I:::..'[;T) = O. 

PROOF. Let B' be the set of those u E B verifying (2). (Note that J.l(I:::..'[;T) is 
precisely the uTth entry of the Tth row of the matrix representing J.l.) We will 
check that m(B - B') = O. 

Set Pj = {u E BllimTEA,T-->oo TJ.l(I:::..'[;T) > 1/j}. Then one has B - B' = Uj Pj, 
so it suffices to see that m(Pj ) = O. Take e > 0; there exists an open set V with 
B c V and J.l(V) < e. 

For u E Pj, take TEA with I:::..'[;T c V and 

m(I:::..;T) = ~ < jJ.l(I:::..;T), 

and let W be the union of the sets S;T' By Lemma 1.5, there exists a finite subclass 
of pairwise disjoint sets I:::..'[;~i for t < m(W) and i = 1, ... ,n, for which 

t < ~ m(I:::..;;"i) < j~J.l(I:::..;~i) = jJ.l CQ I:::..;~i) :S jJ.l(V) < je. 

Therefore m(W) < je, whence m(Pj) :S je 'tic > 0, so m(Pj) = 0 as required. 

PROPOSITION 1.7. Let J.l be a complex Radon measure on I:::.. and A a sequence 
of integers as in Lemma 1.3. Then one has: 

(1) The limit DHJ.l(U) = limTEA,T-->oo TJ.l(I:::..'[;T) exists m-a.e. on 1:::... 
(2) DHJ.l E Ll(l:::..,m). 
(3) For every Borel set E one has 

J.l(E) = J.ls(E) + Ie DHJ.l(U) dm(u), 

where J.ls 1- m and DHJ.ls = 0, m-a.e. 
(Therefore the above is the Lebesgue decomposition of J.l.) 

PROOF. Let J.l = J.ls + v, where J.ls 1- m and v « m is the Lebesgue de-
composition of J.l. All the measures J.l, J.ls, v are regular. We must see that 
DHJ.l(U) = limTEA TJ.l(I:::..'[;T) coincides with the Radon-Nikodym derivative h = 
dv / dm. Consider the Jordan decomposition of J.ls as a sum of nonnegative mea-
sures (by the Hahn decomposition theorem each of them and m are singular). By 
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applying Lemma 1.6 to each of these measures, we get DHf-ls = 0 m-a.e., whence 
DHf-l = DHl/ m-a.e. 

Now Theorem 36.4 in [5J shows that DHl/ = h a.e. 
Note that the identification of DHl/ with the derivative of Radon-Nikodym proves 

that the limit does not depend on the particular choice of the sequence A. 

PROPOSITION 1.8. Let f-l be a nonnegative Radon measure on ~ which is sin-
gular to m. Then 

PROOF. Let Ej be the set of those u E ~ for which there exists a subsequence 
A(u) c A such that Tf-l(~~T) < j for all T E A(u). We will prove that the f-l-
measure of the set Uj Ej is zero. Since f-l is singular to m, f-l vanishes outside an 
open set V with m(V) < c for c > O. For u E V n E3o, there exists T E A(u) such 
that ~~T C V. Take T to be the minimum element in A(u) with this property. If 
two of these sets ~~T and ~~s meet, then one of them must be contained in the 
other. 

Removing all the redundant sets, we get V n Ej C U ~~~o, where the sets of 
the union at the right-hand side member are pairwise disjoint, ;Ul of them verifying 

f-l(~~~) < jm(~~~) 
and they form a countable class. So one has 

f-l(Ej) = f-l(V n Ej ) ~ f-l (u ~;~i) = 2;: f-l(~;~i) < j L m(~;~i) 
t t t 

= jm ( y ~;~i) ~ jm(V) < jc 

and hence f-l( Ej) = 0, whence f-l(Uj Ej ) = O. 
REMARK. The result in this proposition is stronger than the analogous one for 

the Lebesgue measure. This is due to the fact that every union of sets of the form 
~r becomes, after removing some of them, a union of pairwise disjoint sets. 

PROPOSITION 1.9. Let f-l be a diffuse measure. Then the net (f-l(~~T))TEN 
(following the relation of divisibility) converges uniformly to 0 in ~. 

PROOF. It is enough to prove the proposition for nonnegative measures, as 
the Jordan components of a diffuse measure are also diffuse. Assume that the 
statement is false for a nonnegative f-l. We may construct a sequence T1 , ... , Tn, ... 
with TklTk+1 such that f-l(~~:;.J does not converge uniformly on ~. Consider the 
functions 

Tn 
gn = L f-l(~rn )K~nh· 

h=l 

The compatibility relations and the fact that f-l ~ 0 imply that (gn) is a decreasing 
sequence of functions. Its limit is limn--->oo f-l(~~:;'n), which is zero since f-l is diffuse. 
Now, by Dini's theorem, the convergence is uniform, which is a contradiction. This 
completes the proof of the proposition. 
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Collecting the above results together, the proof of Theorem C follows. This 
theorem is useful for the classification of functionals in Sp', once one has made the 
Jordan decomposition in order to handle nonnegative matrices. 

Note that an atomic measure on ~ subordinated to Z represents a functional 
in Sp' if and only if it is of type (xn) ---+ I:~=1 anxn with I:n lanl < 00 (an is the 
measure of the element (n + TZhEN E ~). 

2. Harmonic analysis and multipliers. The dual group of ~ is the discrete 
group C of all the roots of unity (see [2]). This follows from the fact that the dual 
of ZjTZ is the group CT of the Tth roots of unity, where the action of z E CT on 
r + TZ is given by the power ZT. 

At this point a comparison with almost periodic sequences can be illustrative. 
Let H be a locally compact group, Hd its dual endowed with the discrete topology 
and bH the dual of this new group. bH is called the Bohr compactification of H, 
and a classical theorem asserts that the set of almost periodic functions on H can 
be identified as C(bH). In our case, H = Z, H = S (the unit torus) and Sd = bZ; 
on the other hand, by the theorem of duality of Pontryagin, G = ~. The Bohr 
compactification bZ can be represented (see [2, p. 405]) as E~ x ~, where Ea (the 
a-adic solenoid) corresponds to the elements of S which are not roots of the unity, 
and c (the power of the continuum) is the dimension of R on Q. This reflects 
the fact that an almost periodic sequence is the uniform limit of trigonometric 
polynomials (I:z azzn )nEZ, Izl = 1, while for a semiperiodic one the z's appearing 
in the polynomials must be roots of unity. 

The Fourier series associated to a T-periodic sequence is merely its expression 
as a trigonometric polynomial, all Fourier coefficients vanishing outside CT. On 
the other hand, the Fourier transform of a measure J.L = (un at a point z E CT is 
given by 

We will study the multipliers in sp, i.e. those functions f: C ---+ C for which 
there exists a continuous linear operator A: sp ---+ sp verifying (Ax)~ = lx, where 
~ denotes the Fourier transform. 

For such an A, the adjoint operator tA defined on the space M(~) of the Radon 
measures over ~ verifies a similar condition and maps Ll(~) C M(~) into M(~). 
A classical theorem by Helson and Edwards (see [6]) asserts that tAU) = J.L * I for 
some J.L E M(~). Therefore the multipliers, or transference functions, are precisely 
the Fourier transforms of Radon measures. An intrinsic characterization of them 
is given by Theorem D. 

PROOF OF THEOREM D. Let I be a multiplier and J.L its associated measure. 
Then one has 

T T 
j(z) = p,(z) = L uk z-k = L U~_kzk Vz E CT. 

k=l k=l 
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Now, let Tl, ... , Tn, ... be a sequence of integers increasing and cofinal for the 
relation of divisibility. Set 

Tn 

Pn(Z) = L U~:_kZk. 
k=l 

One has Pn(z) = P,(z) '<Iz E GTn , so for all Z E G the sequence Pn(Z) converges 
to f(z). Moreover, 

Tn 

wt(Pn) = L IU~:_kl s IIJlII 
k=l 

so f is the pointwise limit of a sequence of polynomials of bounded weight. 
Conversely, let f be the pointwise limit of (Pn), wt(Pn) < M. Consider the 

operators Pn(S), where S is the shift operator given by S((Xn)nEZ) = (Xn+dnEZ' 
Since IIPn(S)11 S wt(Pn) S M, the operators form an equicontinuous set, so 

the convergence in a total set implies (and in fact is equivalent to) precompact 
convergence. The action of S on the T-periodic sequence of the powers of a Tth 
root of unity Z is the product of Z and this sequence, namely 

(Pn(S)xf(z) = Pn(z)x(z), 

which converges to the function fx. 
Since Pn(S)X converges for every periodic sequence x, the sequence Pn(S) con-

verges to some continuous operator A on sp. By Lebesgue's theorem, one has 

(A(x))~(z) = f(z)x(z). 

Therefore f is a multiplier. 
Joining this result with the general theorem about idempotent measures [6, p. 

60J one obtains the following 

COROLLARY 2.1. A subset belongs to the smallest a-algebra containing all the 
cosets of G (i. e. all the classes modulo subgroups) if and only if its characteristic 
function is the pointwise limit of a sequence of polynomials with bounded weight. 

Now we will study multipliers as transference functions of physically construct-
ible filters. Although theoretically possible, a real filter cannot suppress a deter-
mined frequency leaving all the others unmodified, no matter how close to the first 
one. We will see that even the weakest requirement on regularity for the usual topol-
ogy of G implies that the multiplier is an analytic function, the Fourier transform 
of an atomic measure. 

LEMMA 2.2. Let f be a multiplier. Assume that f can be extended to a Rie-
mann integrable function on the unit torus S, and assume that the atomic part 
subordinated to Z of the measure associated to f is 0 (i.e. Jl{(m + TZhEN} = 0 
'<1m E N). Then f = 0 almost everywhere. 

PROOF. Let Jl = (uf). For j E N one has 
T-l 

uJ = ~ I: p,(z)zj = ~ L p,(e27rih/T)e27rihj/T. 
zEGT h=O 
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Therefore T-l UJ = ~ L f( e27rih/T)e27rihJ/T. 
h=O 

If we denote also by f the extension to S, then the right-hand side is the Riemann 
sum associated to the integral J~ f(t)e27riJt dt so the assumption in the statement 
of the proposition means that all the Fourier coefficients of f are zero, whence f is 
equal to zero almost everywhere. (Recall that Theorem C proves that uJ converges 
to J-t{(j + TZhEN} as T ~ 00.) 

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let f be a multiplier. Assume that f can be extended to 
a function on S such that it is Riemann integrable on some subinterval I. If the 
atomic part subordinated to Z of the measure associated to f is 0, then f is equal 
to zero almost everywhere on I. 

PROOF. Assume f -I- ° a.e. on I. Let g be a Coo function on S such that gf 
is Riemann integrable and different from ° a.e. Denote also by g the restriction 
of this function to G, and take its Fourier inverse (J E Sp' with ~ = g. If g(eit ) = 
2:~=-00 cneint is the Fourier expansion of g, then {J is the functional given by 
(xn) ~ 2:~=-00 CnXn' since {J * x = (2:~=-00 cnSn)x; therefore one has 

00 
~(z) = L cnzn = g(z). 

n=-oo 

It follows that the Tth row of the matrix associated to {J is given by 

( 00 00 00 ) 
k~OO CkT, k~OO Cl+kT,· .. , k~OO CT-l+kT . 

Since the function g is Coo, the sequence (cn ) is a rapidly decreasing sequence, so 
there exists a constant M with 

n -I- 0. 

Moreover, with the exception of j and J' - T, the indices of the Ci'S occurring 
effectively in the series 2:%"=-00 CHkT have modulus greater than T. 

Now, denote by E( ) the integral part of real numbers, and by gJ the matrix 
associated to {J. Consider the elements 

(g~-E(T/2)+1' ... ,g,{;, ... ,g~(T/2») = (b~E(T/2)+1" .. ,b,{;, . .. ,b~(T/2»)' 
(This particular disposition will aid us in applying Lebesgue's theorem.) For every 
one of these elements, say for bI, the lowest modulus of the indices of the summands 
appearing in its corresponding series is Ihl. Hence 

IbII:::; L Icnl:::; 2M f: ~ for h -I- 0, m 
Iml21hl m=lhl 

Ib6'1 :::; L Icnl = k. 

Thus the sequence 

( ... ,0, ... ,0, b~E(T/2)+1"'" b6', ... ,b~(T/2)'0, ... ) 
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is dominated in the index h by the absolutely summable sequence 

and in h = 0 by k. 

00 

2M L (11m3 ), 

m=ihi 

On the other hand, one can write 
E(T/2) 

(v)T "bT T g*J.L j = ~ hUj-h 
h=-E(T /2)+1 

(if j - h :::; 0, then let UJ-h = U~+j_h)' 
Since uJ ---- 0 as T ---- 00 for all j, then (g * J.L)J ---- 0 as T ---- 00 by the 

dominated convergence theorem. Moreover, (g * J.L)~ = g J has a Riemann integrable 
extension to S, so by the previous lemma one concludes that gJ = 0 a.e., which is 
a contradiction. 

PROOF OF THEOREM E. Let J.L be the measure such that jl = f. Then J.L takes 
the form 1/ + A, where 1/ is an atomic measure concentrated in Z and A is singular 
to J.L. The action of 1/ on sp is of the type x ---- L: anxn, hence v(z) = L: anzn 
(L: lanl < 00), which is obviously Riemann integrable. Since J can be extended to 
a continuous function on a subinterval I of G, the function). is Riemann integrable 
on this subinterval, and by Proposition 2.3 one has). = 0 on I. The theorem follows 
from this faet. 

As a particular case, we can study phase-shift filters, namely multipliers of mod-
ulus one. Provided they can be extended to a Riemann integrable function, they 
always are finite Blaschke products: 

PROOF OF THEOREM F. Since J(z) = L: anzn, L: lanl < 00, the function J is 
holomorphic on the unit disk D and continuous on Dj therefore it has finitely many 
zeros at, ... ,ap (repeated according to their multiplicity). The Blaschke product 

p 

B(z) = II z - !!j 
1-a'z 

j=1 J 

verifies I B( z) I = 1 if Iz I = 1. Hence the function JIB is holomorphic on D, 
continuous on D and has no zeros, so it is a constant function. 
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